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Energy
Products stocks: Latest data from Insight Global shows that refined products stocks at
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) area, Europe fell 179kt WoW to 6.2mt over the last week.
Gasoil inventory increased further by 12kt WoW whilst gasoline inventory gained 13kt WoW. Fuel
oil inventory dropped by 115kt to 1,014kt whilst naphtha and Jet Fuel also reported inventory
drawdown. Moving to Asia, data from International Enterprise shows that light distillate stocks in
Singapore dropped by 948Mbbls over the week, falling to a 5-year low of 9.2MMbbls as on 24 July.
Middle distillate stocks in Singapore also dropped 118Mbbls over the week to 10.6MMbbls.

Natural gas update: NYMEX Henry Hub prices continued to trade under pressure due to stronger
supply and flattish demand. Latest data from EIA shows that US dry gas production increased by
0.7Bcf/d WoW (+6.8Bcf/d YoY) to 89.5Bcf/d over the last week while demand was largely flat WoW
at 68.3Bcf/d (falling 0.5Bcf/d YoY). Net injection into storage tanks was reported at 36Bcf for the
week with total stocks increasing to 2,569Bcf. The net injection in storage tanks for the season so
far is reported to be 32% higher than the 5-yr average reflecting ample availability of natural gas.
Meanwhile, in Europe, current gas stocks at 879Twh are significantly above the 5-year average of
678Twh for the same time of the year as injections so far in the season has outpaced the usual
pace. The ongoing warmer weather has been supportive of the demand in the immediate term;
however, growing supplies from Russia and the US is likely to help the European gas market to end
the injection season at a record high, nevertheless.

Metals
Rusal aluminium sales: Rusal reported that its aluminium sales increased 20.8% QoQ to 1.08mt as
existing inventory, piled up in 2018 due to US sanctions, were supplied into the market.
Cumulatively sales are up 13.2% YoY to 1.98mt over the first half of 2019 with production largely
flat at 1.87mt over the same time period. Additional shipments of aluminium have been keeping
global aluminium market well supplied and LME prices under pressure. Meanwhile, Rusal has also
completed an expansion at its Boguchansky plant in Russia and likely to start operations by end of
3Q19 that will push up production capacity of the plant from 298ktpa to 418kt pa.

Agriculture
IGC forecasts: The International Grains Council has lowered its grains production forecasts for
2019/20 due to adverse weather in Russia, Europe and the US. Latest data from IGC lowered wheat
production forecast by 6mt (0.8% compared to June forecasts) and now expects the wheat output
to be 763mt for 2019/20 due to poor crop conditions in Russia and Europe on account of the
warmer than usual weather. Global Corn and soybean output forecasts have also been revised
down by 3mt and 1mt respectively mainly on slower crop progress in the US.
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